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From: Ashley Rose Carter <ashleyrose@parkwoodclinic.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 26, 2023 10:19 AM
To: CRAY Jon * PUC <jon.cray@puc.oregon.gov>
Cc: Eliesse Jakotich <eliessejakotich@parkwoodclinic.com>
Subject: [SECURE] Petition for AR
 
Hi Jon,
 
My name is Ashley Carter, M.S., CCC-SLP and I am speech language pathologist and the owner of
Parkwood Clinic. I am following up about your conversation with Eliesse Jakotich regarding A
R . A is [REDACTED] and in extreme need of a device for AAC (Augmentative and
Alternative Communication). The family is dedicated to his therapy, demonstrating strong
attendance and follow through of home program recommendations from our clinic.
 
I am petitioning against the document we received from the Public Utility Commission declining
services for our client due to being under the age of 4. I would be happy to get approval from the
family to share reassessments and progress reports to support our case that A 's functional
communication is limited and he would greatly benefit from full time access to a AAC device.
 
Our mission at Parkwood is to reduce barriers for children to access high quality speech and
language services. We feel not having a AAC device is creating a barrier for A  and his family. 
Speech therapy and AAC intervention is medically necessary to promote greater functional
communication, safety in the community and improved quality of life for A  and his family. 
 
Thank you for your consideration.
Kindly,
Ashley Carter
 
 

Ashley Rose Carter, M.S.,CCC-SLP 

Owner|Director|Speech-Language Pathologist 

she/her/hers 

ashleyrose@parkwoodclinic.com 
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Clinic Phone: (503) 894-1539
Fax: (971) 353-5182
www.parkwoodclinic.com 

"CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This E-Mail transmission (and/or the documents accompanying it) is for the sole use of
the intended recipient(s) and may contain information that is privileged or confidential.  If you are not an intended
recipient, you may not review, use, copy, disclose or distribute this message or any of the information contained in
this message to anyone. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy
all copies of this message and any attachments."
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